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Budget Time Nears
For Student Groups
By Diane Kruchkow
The Student Activity Tax may increase to more
than $7.75 if proposed budgets are approved. The
current tax is $7.05 per student per semester.
All three budgets which Bill Beusse, Associated
Student Organizations treasurer, received by Tues
day night requested increases.
The “ Granite,” which now receives $2.70 from each $7.05
has requested a 30 cent increase,
as has WUNH which now receives
80 cents. Each class receives
15 cents for each member, and
will request a 10 cent increase
for next year.
Other organizations now re
ceiving money from the tax are
the new hampshire $1.80; MUSO,
85 cents; and the Student Senate,
75 cents.
Beusse estim ates the total
from this year’s tax will amount
to $66,270. In 1965-66, when
the rate was $6.25 per student,
the total was $56,500. Beusse
explained that expanded pro
grams of organizations cause the
increase this year.
The budgets for next year will
go into effect May 1. A joint
committee composed of the Student Senate treasurer, three ad
ditional Senators, the ASO busi
ness manager and four other ASO
board members reviewed the
individual budgets today.
They will meet again next
Thursday to consider the budgets
in relation to the SAT. If they
disapprove any budget they send
it back to the organization which
submitted it. If they approve
the budget, they send it to the
floor of the Student Senate.
On April 10, the Senate will
vote on each budget as a whole.
(Continued on Page 4)

During Three-Doy Visit

Hannah Arendt Pursues
Ethics^ Labor and History

“ Kant is the only philosopher
who attempts to give you a gen
eral guide for your actions,”
said Dr. Hannah Arendt, political
philosopher and author, in the
last of her public seminars here
yesterday afternoon.
During her three-day stay, the
Saul O Sidore Lecturer pursued
topics of ethics, labor and history, crossing into the fields of
philosophy, history and political
science,
“ The trouble with any general
President John W. McConnell guide is that it is difficult to
met with the Student Activities
Committee of the University Sen
ate today to discuss its findings
on the “ New Left” cover of the
February issue.
The President has not yet re
leased a statement on the meet
ing.
The cover of Cardinal Spellman
shooting at the base of a cross
caused attention all over the
Northeast and was reported in
P^^Pers such as the “ New
York T im es.”
The President asked the com
mittee to investigate the incident.
In the meantime SDS is con
tinuing the preparation of the
“ New Left’s ” next issue.
Professor Robert Sylvester,
advisor for the SDS, stated that
he had not heard the results of
the committee meeting. He add
ed that “ too much is being made
out of this.” A lso he re m a rk e d
that “ our furor is misplaced.”
After today’s meeting with the
President and the committee,
the President is expected to make
a release.

New Left
Cover Still
Controversial

There will be no new hamp
shire next week. The next issue
will appear April 6.

DURHAM, N. H.

Political
Philosopher

apply it to specific situations,”
she continued in her Wednesday
discussion.
“ Moral decisions involve both
the cognitive understanding of a
general guide, and the faculty of
judging how the guide might apply
to the specific situation,” she
said with a thick German accent.
Dr. Arendt, appointed Monday
as Professor of Philosophy at the
New School of Social Research
in New York, indicated Monday
evening her dislike for speeches
and lectures,

Dr. Hannah Arendt discus
sed Kant, Socrates, and the
Golden Rule in her lecture
on ethics Tuesday. She was a
guest of Saul O Sidore lec
ture series.

She dislikes, “ this lecture
business where you get up on a
platform and you read your paper
to an audience you’ve never seen
before and will never see again.”
Jaffe made arrangements for
Dr. Arendt to conduct seminars
instead of delivering a major
speech.
Her three seminars, which
were open to the public, were
held with members of an independent study class, taught last se
mester by Professor Erwin Jaf
fe on “ The Political Philosophy
of Hannah Arendt.”
Much
of
Miss Arendt’s
remarks revolved around four
papers prepared by members of
the class, Douglas Lyon, Sharon
Ringe, Terry Savage, and Wil
liam Ingram.
Tuesday morning she discus
sed ethics in a lecture to the
combined classes of P rofessors
Peter Sylvester, Philosophy, and
Jaffe, Political Science. She sta
ted that the Golden Rule, as well
as Kant’s categorical imperative,
is essentially a self-centered
concept.
“ What is presupposed by this,”
she maintained, “ is that one
ought not to be in conflict with
him self.”
Socrates, in the Socratic State
ment, said “ It is better to suf
fer wrong than to do wrong,”
she continued.
Socrates was
being true to himself since he
was being consistent and held
in unity his acts and his con
science.
“ Conscience very rarely tells
you what to do; it tells you
what not to do,” she said.
Dr. Arendt covered two major
topics in the discussion Monday
night, the importance of history
(Continued on Page 14)

Town Meeting: Zoning Matters Predominate
were voted on by secret ballot
4 p.m. Tuesday and the results
were as follows.
Article Two, dealing with ex
panding the Class A Business
District to include theareabounOf 20 articles included in the ded by Madbury Road-Garrison
Warrant, number two through Avenue-Pettee Brook was passed
seven pertained to zoning. They with a vote of 493 to 118. This
By Beverly LaPlante
Several items affecting Uni
versity students were taken up
at the town meeting Tuesday
evening.

means that downtown Durham now
has authorization for additional
stores.
A rticles Three and Four, deal
ing with rezoning “ Church Hill”
and clarifying the University D is
trict on the official zoning map
respectively were passed with a
vote of 484 to 134 on Article

Joint UNH-Durham Incinerator Gets Okay

New Kind ofTotoo
Flowers and figures adorned
the cast of junior Donna
Warmington, making her leg
the topic for much comment.
The plaster masterpiece was
sawed off Tuesday.

The citizens of Durham at the
annual town meeting Tuesday
evening voted to accept the Uni
versity’s proposal for a$160,000
joint incinerator at the site of
the present town dump.
The new incinerator will be at
the dump’s 10 foot drop and
will be screened from the high
way.
Smoke and odor will be
eliminated by the new facilities.
Materials will be burned in a
water wash, and as a result the
only visible ash will be in the
form of a steamy vapor.
Gravel will be used to cover
over the present dump. It was

suggested at the meeting that
the gravel-covered area might
be used as a ski jump in future
years.
Originally, a proposal was
made to purchase two separate
2500 pound units. The cost would
have been between $180,000 and
$190,000.

The citizens voted to appropriate
an additional $6,000 to purchase
land near the dump.

The incinerator will have an
effect on the wet land to the
west side of the dump. P re
sently,-w aste from the dump is
polluting the Oyster River. Waste
from the new incinerator will be
Because the University has clean, and eliminate this pro
only $80,000 for the project, blem.
one incinerator with a capacity
Also, the new facilities will
of burning 5,000 pounds per hour eliminate unsightly refuse. Un
will be purchased.
der the proposed setup, waste
The town’s share of the may be dumped directly into the
$160,000 incinerator is $86,000. building.

Three and 529 to 80 on Article
Four.
Passage of Articles Five
through Seven would have pro
vided Durham with additional apartments in the vicinity of Den
ison Road and a shopping center
off the Dover Point Road in the
area now known as Phelps Farm.
These measures were not r e 
commended by the Planning
Board and were defeated by large
margins.
Citizens also adopted Articles
11 and 12 of the Warrant which
provide for a parking lot in
back of ATO fraternity.
The
town w ill purchase the land from
Gamma Theta Corporation on a
plan by G.L. Davis A ssociates
dated January, 1967, for the sum
of $15,000.
The articles also authorize
the selectm en to negotiate with
William Davison and R.C. Durgin for the purpose of obtaining
a strip of land along Pettee
Brook to be used to connect the
new parking lot with Jenkins
Court and the present parking lot.
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University Calendar
FRIDAY, MARCH 17
Computer Center Seminar: “Understanding your
IBM FORTRAN Output” by W. Richard Burrows,
Systems Manager of the Computer Center
3 p.m.
Kingsbury Computer Center
University Theater: “Tartuffe”
8 p.m.
Hennessy Theatre
Recreational Ice Skating
8:15 p.m. - 10:15 p.m.
Snively
SATURDAY, MARCH 18
Civil Service Exam
8:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Recreational Ice Skating
2-5 p.m. & 7-10 p.m.
University Theater: “Tartuffe”
8 p.m.
Miss UNH Pageant
8 pjm.
SUNDAY, MARCH 19
University Theater s “Tartuffe”
2 and 8 p.m.
Recreational Ice Skating
2-5 p.m. & 7-9:30 p.m.

Kingsbury 135
Snively
Hennessy Theater
Strafford

Hennessy Theater
Snively

MONDAY, MARCH 20
University Theater? “Tartuffe”
8 p.m.
Hennessey Theater
TUESDAY, MARCH 21
' Humanities 502: “The Baroque Period in Art”
11 a.m.
Richards Aud. Mk
Sidore Lecture Series : “The Dickens World”
P.A.W. Collins, University of Leicester, England, lec
tures
4 p.m.
Carroll-Belknap
University Theater: “Tartuffe”
8 P-in!.
Hennessy Theater
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22
Film Society: “Kanal” by Andre Wajda
6:30 & 8:30 p.m.
Paul M-213
University Theater: “Tartuffe”
8 p.m.
Hennessy Theater
Recreational Ice Skating
8:15-10:15 pjn.
Snively
THURSDAY, MARCH 23
Spaulding Distinguished Lecturer: Harold Urey, Nobel
Prize-Winning Chemist on “The Origin of the Solar
System”
Johnson Theater
Liberal Arts Faculty Meeting
4:45 p.m.
Richards Aud. Mk
University Theater: “Tartuffe”
8 pjn.
Hennessy Theater

Kent Case Still Unsolved
The identity of the four assailants who abducted,
beat and slashed R. James Kent, a 24-year-old special
student on Feb. 27, is still unknown.
Police Chief Raymond Burrows reports that there
are no new developments in the case.
Residents of Strafford Ave
nue have reportedly seen the
white, late model Pontiac Kent
described as the car used by the
assailants since the assault.
Kent was abducted on Ballad

Outing Club To Hear
Mrs. McConnell Speak
Mrs, John W. McConnell will
be the guest of the New Hamp
shire Outing Club on Tuesday,
March 21. She will speak about
her recent trip along the Ap
palachian Train in Virginia. All
interested are invited. The meet
ing will be in Belknap Room,
Mub, at 8:00 p.m.

Street about 5:15. He was left
about a half hour later in the
new parking lot at the end of
Strafford Avenue with his hands
bound behind him.
Kent, who is 6’ 3” and weighs
21-5 lbs., was treated at Hood
House for “ superficial cuts of
the face, arms and chest” and a
bruised chest by Dr. William
Crandall. He was released the
next day.
A four-year Army veteran,
Kent served with the 101st Air
borne Division in Vietnam for
two years. He had been at UNH
for only two weeks.
Kent is living at the Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity.

COUEGE CORNER
ITALIAN SPAGHETTI with Meat BalU
or Veal Cutlets, Rolls and Butter
$ 1.00

HOT PASTROMI SANDWICH with Cole Slaw
and French Fries
$.95
MICHAUD BUS TERMINAL
INFORMATION AVAILABLE
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The Forum

Readers Yoke Opinions on Draft, Snoopy
By Andy Merton

for a number of years with a high degree of
success.
“ In short, everyone would profit. Students
would not have their educations interrupted,
the armed services would keep highly trained
people, the government would save money, and
the draft dodgers would no longer have to dodge.
- - Warren R. Lindsey ( ‘69
We are interested in hearing from other
veterans oa this subject.

We have a gripe -- sbmebody keeps moving
our gripe box! (If you have a red-hot gripe
and cannot find the designated receptacle in the
lobby of the MUB, drop your letter in the mail
slot located just to the left of the reception
desk. Address all gripes to: The Forum, New
Hampshire Office, Memorial Union Building.

Volunteer Army
The following letter on the draft is printed
in full:
“ It seem s to me, as a veteran with 5 1/2
years in the U. S. Navy, that the draft revi
sions that have been proposed are beside the
point.
“ Uncle Sam spent between $18-20,000 to
train me, both basic and specialty training.
In addition to this sum I was clothed, fed, and
quartered. By remaining in the Navy for 18
months beyond my original four year enlist
ment (12 months of this was voluntary and
six months because of Vietnam) I repaid only
a slight portion of this in service. Most men
in the military are trained, do the required
time, and get out.
“ One of the major reasons for leaving the
service is low pay. At the time I was dis
charged as a 2nd class petty officer (equival
ent to sargeant) I was drawing approximately
$365.00 per month.
“ What I propose is abolishment of the draft
and a raise in military pay commensurate
with technical and professional proficiencies.
This would admittedly lower the size of our
standing military establishment, but we would
have a hard core professional military with
the high degree of technical knowledge requir
ed by today's sophisticated weaponry and tac
tics.
The money spent for wasted training
could be put to better use, and persons opposed
to military service would not be required to
serve irregardless of reasons. A sim ilar
system to this has beeii used by the British

<1Bookstore Service
A student who wishes to remain anonymous
complains of “ the lack of cooperation frorn the
personnel at the University Bookstore. He
characterizes Bookstore employees as “ ex
ceedingly hostile,” and adds:
“ If a student wishes to return an unused
perfectly flawless book, he is put through the
third degree. I think that the store should be
a help for the student who is paying the sa l
aries of the salespeople.”

Snoopy?
Last week the Forum received a note from a
coed in Hitchcock who suggests that the new
Hampshire run a comic striP;^ ^preferably
“ Snoopy” (Peanuts). “ We could have a cool
paper,” she ends hopefully.
(The editorial board of the new Hampshire
has decided against running a syndicated comicstrip, reasoning that these strips are available
to students in daily and Sunday papers.)

Booze and Hoffa

In view of the currently circulating rumor
that a move is underway to lower the drinking
age in New Hampshire to 18, we would like
to find out how students would react to such a
move. Just drop us a note indicating whether
you are in favor or not in favor, and add any
comments you wish.
We would also like to know whether you
feel that Jimmy Hoffa is a victim of the F e
deral Bureaucracy, or a justly tried and con
victed criminal.

Spring Vacation Coming;
Buildings Close March 24
Spring vacation, the la st rest close at that time and will open
before the long haul lo finals, again April 2 at 2 p.m. Dining
begins in a week and a day. halls close after dinner Friday
and open with dinner April 2.
Although the exodus will pro
At the Union, food service
bably begin Thursday night, most closes at 7 p.m. Friday and r e 
campus buildings don’t cjose until, opens 4 p.m. April 2. The Union
7 p.m. Friday.
Dorms will will, open April 2 at noon.

Fried Chickea
PIZZA
Now

at

the

PIZZA DEN
868-2485

WANTED
Reporters, rewrite men, sports writers,
typists and ad men for New Hampshire’s
largest weekly paper.
Call 868-2581

C O M IN G T O
NEW YORK?

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
COEDUCATIONAL SUMMER TERM
June 25 - August 19
LIBERAL ARTS —

75 courses in humanities, sciences, social scienc
es—intensive foreign language instruction-—in
troductory computer course.

CONGREGATION OF THE ARTS ~

Courese^ in drama, music, painting, sculpture;
film series and lectures. Symphony and Chamber
Orchestras. Composers-in-residence: Aaron Cop
land, Hans Werner Henze, Frank Martin. Dart
mouth Repertory Tlieater Co. — professional
and student actors.
For information send coupon below to:
Dartmouth College, P.O. Box 582, Hanover, N. H. 03755
Please send me summer term information

MAKE WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE YMCA
YOUR HEADQUARTERS IN N .Y .C .
REASONABLE • COMFORTABLE • CONVENIENT

Save money. Go further. Stay
longer. The William Sloane House
YMCA has 1491 rooms available
to men, women and grotips, sen
sibly priced at $3.15-$4.60 single;
$5.00-$5.20 double. Rates include
YMCA membership. Enjoy conven
ient transportation to everything.
Coffee Shop • Cafeteria • Laundry
Barber Shop • Check Room
Tailor • Sightseeing • TV Room
Information
REQUEST BOOKLET

NH

NAME ..........................................................................................
ADDRESS ....................................................................................
.........................................................................Z IP ........................

356 WEST 34th ST
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10001.
; OX 5-5133
AM
ON 34lh CT
STREET1 BLOCK FROM
PENN STATION
NOW COEDI

■I
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Casts: Plastic Bags, Sympathy and Modern Art
By Chris Magnuson
Whether flowered, autographed
or simply grungy, casts make
their seasonal appearance at
UNH.
Some casts are the results
of slipping on ice or wrestling
matches.
Others appear after
car accidents. William Shef
field, a sophomore from Stoke
with a broken ankle, tells his
tale, “ For some unknown rea
son I fell down some steps in
front of ThetaChi.” Rick David’s
ankle, broken playing hockey.

kept him from the rink for five
and one half weeks.
The most noble cast wearers
descend on crutches from ski
areas. A junior who broke her
ankle at Pat’s Peak blames her
self for taking an extended skiing
vacation. Mark Klein, Assistant
Professor of Physics, spent New
Year’s Eve in a hospital after
breaking his leg on the slopes of
Cannon Mountain.
Klein, a c?ist wearer for
three months, relates the ad
vantages of his plight:
“ You

don’t have to sort socks. You
don’t have to worry about losing
your galoshes because no one
wants only one. You develop
strong armpits. If you look pro
perly sympathetic, you don’t have
to wait in line at the movies.
Also, pretty girls carry your
trays.”
H is thigh-high cast did
raise some challenges. Klein
overcame the feat of getting off
escalators. A cast with.a “ so
cially-acceptable bend,” re
placing his old straight cast

which was cut off with a power
saw, allows the physics profes
sor to touch his toes.
Klein
can now carry dishes while he is
on crutches and make his bed.

Randall, found an esthetic ex
pression for her broken ankle.
M atisse’s “ Woman With Am
phora” adorns her cast.

Zipper Problems

Bathing presents a problem
for cast wearers. Miss Warmington wraps a towel and an old
cleaning bag around her cast with
elastics.
Others use plastic
bags when they shower. George
Law, a junior from Dover with
a broken leg, says, “ I hang it
over the side when I take a
bath.”

Richard Polonsky, a junior in
Stoke with a dislocated shoulder,
cannot zip his jacket. “ It’s funny
getting someone to do it for me,”
he comments. “ Also, the guys
I eat with generally have a good
time cutting my food.”
Donna Warmington, a junior in

Bathing

Old Durham Practitioner, Dr. McGregor UNH Forestry Research Lab
of Federal Funds
Succumbs in Hospital to Heart Attack InTheNeed
forestry research laboratory at UNH may not
Dr. George G. McGregor, 67, I After serving for five years
of Durham, died Monday evening as medical director of the New
at the Exeter Hospital after suf- Hampshire State Hospital, Me
tering a heart attack.
I Gregor came to Durham in 1934.

Council On World Affairs Offers
Students Free Tickets To Program
More than 100 free tickets to the “Requirements for Peace”
conference to be held here March 31-April 2 are available to
students.
The New Hampshire Council on World Affairs announced they
will donate the tickets for student use during the conference,
which will feature keynote speeches and panel sessions by Hans
J. Morgenthau, political analyst and journalist, and General
S. L. A. Marshall, military expert and historian.
State and church leaders and faculty of six New Ekigland
colleges will also take part.
Tickets will admit students to all sessions in Johimon Thea
ter and should be picked up at the NJH. Council’s office, Batcheller House on Rosemary Lane, before March 23.
*

Barlow Names Committee
To Carry O ut EPC Report

McGregor also served as the
chief obstetrician at the Exeter
Hospital where he served on the
staff since 1936.
A Bethlehem native, he gra
duated from Boston University
Medical School in 1924. He was
a member of the board of di
rectors of the Durham Trust
Company and a selectman of
Durham for two three-year
terms.
He is survived by his wife
Marjorie, two children, Richard
W. McGregor of Dallas, Texas,
and Robin McGregor of Stockbridge, Massachusetts, and five
grandchildren.

lolly Roger Flys
On T-HoB Pols

The fire department and the
service department worked toge
ther for three hours yesterday
morning wrestling down a cro ssbones flag from the flagpole in
front of Thompson Hall.
The flag, with black cro ssbones on a yellow field, was

Five faculty members have been named to an ad ra is e d during the night. The
hoc committee to assist Vice President Kobert F. flag rope was cut.
Barlow in carrying out the recommendations of the
A sidewalk not normally used
during the winter had to be plow
Educational Policy Committee’s Report.
Melvin Bobick, Associate Professor of Sociology, ed out so the aerial truck could

Dickens Authority
To Speak Tuesday
Professor P.A.W. Collins, re
cognized as one of England’s
foremost writers on the “ socio
logical Dfbkens” , will lecture
on “ The Dickens World” next
Tuesday at four p.m. in the
Carrol-Belknap Room of the
Memorial Union.
Collins is the author of two
books on Dickens and is cur
rently working on an anthology
of Dickens criticism . He is also
an advertising editor to the “ P il
grim Edition, Letters of Char
les Dickens,” in publication at
Cambridge University.
The public is invited to attend.
.
Approximately one quarter,
(1,294), of the enrolled under
graduates were named to the
Dean’s List last sem ester.______

get close enough to the pole for a
Douglas Norris, Jr., Associate man to take down the Jolly Ro
Professor of Mechanical Engin ger and splice the rope together.
eering, Lincoln Peirce, P rofes
sor of Plant Science, and Dwayne
PAUL’S USED
Wrights man. Associate P rofes
FURNITURE
sor of Finance, will advise Bar- We buy and sell used Furni
low to make certain the recom 
ture, antiques, collector’s
mendations of the EPC Report
items, and some junqne.
“ receive full discussion and re
Rochester Road, Rte. 16,
ferral for action to appropriate
Somersworth, N. H. Tele
bodies.”
phone 742-1791.

pass the planning stage unless the U.S. Forest Ser
vice requests the necessary funds from the federal
budget for fiscal year 1968.
U. S. Senator Norris Cotton of New Hampshire

Try-Out Times listed
Those wishing parts in Edward
Albee’s “ Tiny A lice,” a pro
duction of the University Thea
ter, should attend try-outs March
18, 1 to 4 p.m., and March 20,
2 to 3 p.m. and 4 to 5 p.m., in
Johnson Theater.
Try-outs for Mask and Dag
ger’s Children’s Theater pro
duction of “ Reynard the Fox”
will be held March 22 from 5
to 7 p.m. in Hennessy Theater,
PCAC.

expressed his surprise that the
$995,000 necessary for contin
uation beyond the planning stage
was not contained in the U. S.
Forest Service’s section o | the
administration budget.
in hearings before the U. S.
Senate Appropriations Commit
tee on Monday, Senator Cotton
emphasized the importance o^
forestry research in New Hamp
shire and in New England.
Seniors: only 68 more days
until graduation (and that inclu
des weekends, spring vacation

Class Rings MUST
be ordered by March 24
in order to assure delivery by
June 1st

TOWN & CAMPUS
if she doesn’t give it to yo u .. .
— get it yourself!

JA D E EA S T

WHO N E E D S
B IK IN IS?

the new hampshire
Published weekly during the academic
year by the students of the University of
New Hampshire. Entered as second class
matter at Durham, N. H., and at additional
offlees. Subscription rate; $4.00 per year.
Offlees located in the Memorial Union, Uni
versity of New Hampshire, Durham, New
Hampshire, 03824.
Phone: 868-2581 or 868-5511, ext 387
Total number of copies printed; 8000. Paid
circulation of 6,800 and free distribution of
1,200. Send n<^ice of undelivered cc^ies
(m form 3579.
Local advertising accepted at the rate
of $1.50 per column inch.

Not our snow bunnies in stretch pants! This year’s crop is not to be
missed, so why head South on your Spring vacation when you could be
skiing and swinging here at our exciting new major ski area. We’ve got
2 mountains, 7 major lifts (including 4 double chairs), 24 well-groomed
slopes and trails, a big, beautiful new base lodge, great food, and rea
sonable prices. It’s a fast, easy drive via Interstate 93 to W. Campton; then
follow signs. Still hooked on bikinis? You can go to the beach all Summer.

Cologne,.6 oz., $4.50
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75
Buddha Cologne Gift Package, 12 oz., $8.50^
Spray Cologne, $3.50
Buddha Soap Gift Set, $4.00
Cologne, 4 oz., $3.00
__
After Shave, 4 oz., $2.50
sw ank,

new yo rk

- s o l e d is t r ib u t o r
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Letters To The Editor
Tolerate SDS h r Free Speech
To the Editor:
There has been an expectedly
hostile reaction to the cover car
toon of the SDS publication, the
“ New Left". The cartoon de
picting Cardinal Spellman firing
a machinegun at the base of the
cross upset many people’s sen si
bilities, provoking Catholics in
particular.
As a conservative, (but a Pro
testant) who feels that Cardinal
Spellman’s position regarding the
war in Vietnam is defensible, I
disagree with the implications of
the cartoon.
My initial reac
tion was .that UNH and the state
could do without the local SDS
chapter. On reflection, however,
I reject this first reaction as
emotional and hasty. I do not
agree with Peter Murphy and o
ther vocal protesters, that this
publication calls for a univer
sity censure. The cartoon can
not be termed libelous or slan
derous and therefore, despite the
sensibilities of Catholics, the
predictable uproar in Concord
and the usuil bromides from
Loeb, there isn’t sufficient jus
tification for tampering with
freedom of speech.
The SDS has put President Mc
Connell in the unenviable posi
tion of seeking increased state
aid and improving the Univer
sity’s public image, and main
taining academic freedom. It is
unfortunate that the SDS is try
ing to make the UNH chapter
Number One Left Wing group in
the nation; they are helping to
give the idea that this campus

Help For Grads
To the Editor:
It appears that among the gra
duate students of the departments
requiring foreign language exams
for advanced degrees that there
is sufficient interest to warrant
a series of one or two sem ester
reading seminars to be offered
by the Department of Foreign
Languages.
At the present time many gra
duate students are hesitant to
take the regularly offered lan
guage courses due to the unneeded
oral drilling and the fact that
graduate students registering for
courses outside their major field
expose themselves to the in
creased possibility of gettingC’s.
The result is that graduate stu
dents, when faced with these
exams, rarely learn the language
to an extent that is really bene
ficial other than in passing the
required exams.
If the time is going to be
spent learning a language one
might as well benefit from the
guidance of professors in that
field. It is proposed that ro
tating seminars in German, Rus
sian, and French be offered by
the Language Department with the
stipulation that a grade of C will
not be detrimental to the gra
duate student.
By empl03dng a rotation system
the Language Department should
not be overburdened, and at the
same time a graduate student
will benefit by learning a lan
guage to an extent that will be
beneficial to him in later years
as well as the present.
Respectfully yours,
W.E. Potter, J.R. Earhart, H.
P.Gilman, M.S. Weinhous, R.N.
St. Onge, R. Weiss, W.A. Lindsay.
Graduate Students
Physics Department

is a hotbed of radicals added
life.
All of these side effects are to
be mourned, but they must be
tolerated in the name of freedom
of speech.
Richard Tappan
Stoke
(Ed. Note: Mr. Tappan’s letter,
printed last week, was not reproduced
in its entirety. Here is the letter as
Mr. Tappan wrote it.)

Alter [go
To the Editor:
Mr. Johnson, in his letter of
March 10, has thoughtfully pro
vided me with an alter ego, one
Jones, who is undoubtedly to
blame for that statistical error
'.perpetrated in my name, and
for whose inaccuracies I refuse to
be held responsible.
Just for the record, the Ven
ezuelan death toll from sniping
and other forms ofCastroist ter
rorism is a fairly substantial
one, whatever the actual dates
involved. Mr. Johnson omitted
to mention whether he approved
of this method of contesting an
election.
Our respective ideologies be
ing evidently as far apart as
the poles, I agree on the futility
of further debate in your col
umns; but I shall not relax in
my efforts to bring Mr. John
son to the conference table.
R. B. Stone
Library

Student Risks
To the Editor:
I have spent a great many
hours during the past decade
engaging in colloquies, inter
views, and discussions with stu
dents on the campus of the Uni
versity of New Hampshire.
Out ofthis experience has come
the feeling that with all the new,
strange, and upsetting theories,
disturbing ideas, and disruptive
influences to which they are sub
jected, it is unfortunate that so
'little provision is made for equip
ping our college youth with the
means of maintaining an ade
quate defense against the un
settling effect of the vicissitudes
encountered in the quest of **high
er learning.”
It is reported that within the
ranks of the five million young
people currently enrolled in Am
erican colleges, student suicide
takes place at the rate of once
every ninety minutes.
If we add to this the untold
number of m3(riads who sustain
varying degrees of serious men
tal and emotional disturbance
resulting from classroom ten
sions and campus contortions and
contretemps, I think it may be
said with ample justification that
the pursuit of “ advanced educa
tion,” as it exists today, is a
hazardous occupation.
It is my opinion that two fac
tors are chiefly responsible for
this sorrowful situation.
The
first is the “ deliramenta doctrinae” (crazy absurdities and
wild speculations) offered to stu
dents as serious and meritorious
material for the construction of a
basic outlook upon life.
The
second factor is that a study of
the humanities, as commonly
presented in American colleges,
today, tends to focus on the por
trayal of man as depicted in the
(Continued on Page 14)

Senator Norris Cotton canceled speaking engagements in New
Hampshire this week so that he could be in Washington to vote against
the proposed consular treaty with the U.S.S.R.

Walsh Explains Hockey Season
To the Editor:
The UNH Varsity Hockey Team
finished with an ECAC record of
18 and 7, but it was not suffi
cient to gain a berth in the post
season ECAC Tournament. How
ever, fans must take into consi

was a commendable accomplish
ment.
The failure of the team to be
invited to a berth in the ECAC
Tournament must be looked at
with the thought that the sche
dule allowed only nine games in

d e ra tio n the fact th at the team D ivision I, w hile the o th er m ajo r

had 15 away games, 5 of these
in a row at a crucial part of the
season. The team won four of
these five games, losing only to
St. Lawrence 3-0, after defeating
Army, 6-5 in overtime the prev
ious night. Many people also
overlooked the fact that the
hockey season begins in October
and ends in March, not a start
ling fact, but it should be realized
that this greatly increases the
chance of injury and sickness
which New Hampshire had an in
ordinate number of this season.
This is of course the luck of
the game, and we are willing to
accept this fact.
Yet, for a fledgling team in
Division I who had to play so
many games on the road, it seem s
to me that the 18-7 ECAC re
cord in the 20-7 overall record

teams who were given berths
played 20 or more games in this
division.
The insinuation has also been
made that the team lost crucial
games in Division n. This we
are quite willing to grant, but
with the reservation that in col
lege hockey, the classification of
Division I and Division n is not
the difference between “ big lea
gue and little league” .
Many of these teams in Divi
sion n could hold their own with
almost any Division I team. Among these teams is the solid
AIC team which we had the illfortune to play at the start of
our final exam period, when the
team was not mentally or phy
sically prepared to play hockey.
I am not writing this as an
excuse for the team’s failure

to make the playoffs (for I feel
that there was no failure), but
only in an attempt to lay the
facts before the fans who so loy
ally and willingly supported our
efforts.
I would also like to mention
the fine job Coach Rube Bjorkman has done in the three years
coaching at the University. He
has unselfishly devoted all his
time to the individual members
of the team as well to the en
tire team effort. He deserves
more credit than he is getting.
Bob Walsh
Captain, Hockey Team

Budget (Cont. from Page 1)
It must be sent back to the joint
committee if any part is objec
tionable.
The Senate then will vote on
the tax, and submit the approv
ed budget to the UNH Board of
Directors for final approval. In
a June meeting, the Board will
consider both the budgets and the
tax submitted by the ASO Board
of Directors.
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7 Count My Blessings More, Now’
UNH Appeals to Students
Who Have Studied Elsewhere
By Christine Magnuson

“ Many students find the grass isn’t greener on the
other side of the fence,” says Director of Admissions
Leslie L. Lafond, referring to the large number of
New Hampshire students who start at an out-of-state
college and transfer to UNH.
Susan Franklin, from Concord
and ajunior transfer student from
Wake Forest College in North
Carolina, comments, “ It’s great
to see so many familiar faces.”
Transfer students’ problems
range from finding housing and
adjusting to a different type of
atmosphere to taking freshman
courses because of requirement
differences.
Val Warren, a sophomore from
Elmira College, had a problem
finding housing because she lives
500 miles away, and the Uni
versity can provide no housing
for transfer students.
Registration A Problem
Registration creates a problem
for transfer students as they
have no chance to pre-register.
According to Lafond, the pro
cessing will start in April this
year, allowing the new students
to pre-register.
Two-hundred and fifty trans
fer students entered UNH last
fall, and 40 entered in February.
Lafond announces that the quota
stands at 350, which includes
90 out-of-staters, for next year’s
transfer students.
Transfer students should have
a 2.0 average and good personal
and academic standing from their
former institutions.
Some transferees attend more
than one college before coming
to UNH.
For instance, Jean
Murphy attended Colby College
and Boston University before
coming to Durham.

nard College, finds the course
requirements less difficult, but
adds, “ you can get as involved
in a course as you want to.”
That while many cultural
events occur here, too often one
does not hear about them until
after they happen, comments
Charlotte Williams, a junior
transfer student from ColbyJunior College.
Seventy percent of transfer
students come from four-year
colleges, and the remaining 30
percent transfer from junior col
leges.
Approximately 65 per
cent enroll in the College of
Liberal Arts.

Lost or Found?
Have you lost anything lately?
Eyeglasses, keys, or your girl
friend?
Check with the Lost
and Found at Memorial Union.
Unless it’s a girl- or boy-friend,
you are likely to find what you’ve
lost there.

By Diane Kmchkow
How do Vietnam veterans adjust to the life of
a student?
“ When I think of the people I’ve met and the
buddies I’ve lost in Vietnam, I realize what the
heck I’m coming back for is not so rotten,” said
special student Jim Kent.
“ Before I went to Vietnam, I never realized
how well people lived in the United States,” said
veteran John Turner.
Kent and Turner are two Vietnam veterans at
UNH. A transfer student from Texas, Kent was
on special assignment with the 101st Airborne
Division of the Air Force in Pleiku for two and
one-half years. Turner served in Vietnam for
seven and one-half months with the Marine Corps
and volunteered to go over for one and one-half
months last year when the corps extended its term.
***
The 24 year-old Turner said it was hard to
readjust to the United States after living in Viet
nam. Soon after he came home, he saw a lady
arguing over meat in a supermarket. “ I was so
mad, I felt like grabbing her, fori just came back
from a country of starving people.”
He also told of the old woman who washed
garbage p a i l s near the chow hall. When the
soldiers scraped the garbage from their plates,
the ladies would grab the edible food and eat it.
“ I count my blessings more now,” he said.
“ I decided to take advantage of the educational
opportunities in this country,” And so Turner
returned to school.
A resident assistant in West Hall, Turner
often talks to undergraduates about the draft,
“ I’ve even persuaded a few to stay in school,”
he boasts.
*
“ Actually, anyone with intelligence enough to

get into college should not sweat jungle combat,”
he advised. “ There are non-combat branches in
any service. Evenin Vietnam, I never felt in much
danger, although suicide attacks occasionally
shook up the base,”
Like Turner, Kent feels the service gave him a
greater appreciation for education. “ I went to
night school in the Air Force just to pass four
years away. But the service trains you and puts
you in a category. When I got out, I promised
myself to concentrate on college work.” Now,
the Texan transfer hopes to get a degree in
mechanical engineering.
Both Turner and Kent agree that their stint
in Vietnam gave them a broader perspective of
life. Turner, who quit college after his freshman
year because he felt “ channelled by society” , has
the same problems as he did before, but now
they seem sm aller. Homework, exams, and finals
cannot compare to the sad state of the Viet
namese people.
“ Things that were trivial before mean a lot
now,” agreed Kent. “ I can realize more downto-earth what’s in store for me. I’m glad
for all the things I can do, and I’m glad I’m
■a U. S. citizen,”

Second Lieutenant Jim Gilbert, a brother at
ATO, served in Vietnam for two months before
being wounded in the arm and chest. He feels
that his short stint did not change him.
“ Vietnam changes the enlisted men, not the
officers,” Gilbert said. “ They’re not a bunch
of wise guys anymore.”
At present, Gilbert is taking two extension
courses and will stay here until the end of the
sem ester. He was just awarded a purple heart.

Standards High Here
Polly Johnson, a junior, finds
the academic standards and the
intellectual freedom much high
er at UNH than at the Univer
sity of Georgia, which she pre
viously attended.
Most transfer students seem
content with the learning atmos
phere here, except those from
more competitive schools. Diana
P fister, a sophomore from Bar-

Audio System
To be Installed
In Field House
The poor public address faci
lities in the Field House were
no surprise to the Student Sen
ate at the time of the Bill Cosby
Concert, February 18.
When a representative of the
Senate recently spoke to Eugene
H. Leaver, Superintendent of
Property at the University, he
was told that the present system
was a good one, but that it was
designed for the old Field House.
Each system must be adapted for
the space it is to be used in.
Leaver said the present sy s
tem will be replaced by a new
one in the future. Leaver hopes
work on it can start by the end of
this sem ester.
The new system has not been
ordered, but will be shortly, and
requires 90 days of installation
time, he continued.
The system also covers the
pool and the locker room.
Present facilities will be pla
ced in the cage where they will
be adapted to the new running
track.

SS396

Sport Coupe—comes in convertible version, too.

Suddenly, you're elsewhere
One drive in an S S 396 and you'll find your
self committed to a new way of changing the
scene. Chevrolet took its spirited new 325horsepower V8 and teamed it with a special
3-speed full-synch transmission, put it all in a
sleek Fisher Body . . . and there it is: QuickSize departure from whatever's been boring
you.

Try it

MARK OF EXCELLENCE

There's a 350-horsepower version available
for that extra kick and, as you'll quickly dis
cover, the Turbo Hydra-Matic is the most
advanced transmission Chevrolet has ever
offered. Shift it yourself, or put it on “ D” and
forget it.
S S 396. Wastes very little time getting you
where you'd rather be.

during Chevy's Bonanza Sale at your Chevrolet dealer's
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Students Building Kayaks

Dick Roberts puts the finish
ing touches on one of several
kayaks being constructed by
jOuting Club members in Pres
ident .John W. McConnell’s baseI ment. (Photo by Gail W alsh)

Strange Objects Take Form
In President’s Basement
By John Pumphrey
Wierd noises and strong sm ells
have been coming out of P re
sident JohnW. McConnell’s base
ment lately. Lights are on all
hours of the night and stuff is
strewn everywhere. But the P re
sident isn’t making the sounds
or the sm ells.
At least eight Outing Club
members are building kayaks,
cigar shaped racing boats, in the
basement. Designed for use in
fast rivers, the boats are 13
feet long, 16 to 18 inches high,
and about 23 inches in circum
ference.
“ We needed a large work
area,’’ explained senior Dick Ro
berts, one of the boat builders.
“ No other large work area was
available. Mrs. McConnell was
nice enough to let us use their
basement.’’
The Outing Club members
started making the mold for the
kayaks just before sem ester
break from a mold owned by
John Urban of Boston.
Seven
boats are done and before the
basement is cleared out there
will be 12 or 13 boats.

Infra-red heat lamps, an exhaust
fan, numerous vacuum cleaners,
saber saws, paint brushes and
rollers, and a balance accurate
to one tenth of a gram.
But most of the 10’ by 12’
building area is taken up by the
mold used to form the kayak.
A kayak is made in two parts-a top and a bottom - - with al
ternating layers of fiberglass
cloth and a resin fondly called
“ gunk’’ by the builders. Though
a boat can be completed in 10
or 12 hours, the process must

be spread out to two or three
days.
Wait For Curing
“ You can build the shell in
one day,’’ said Roberts. “ But
you must wait for it to cure
before you can continue. The
resin doesn’t dry immediately.
Whenever you put in a brace or
seat you have got to let it dry,’’
The drying or curing time
ranges from a half hour to 24
hours depending on humidity,
temperature, catalysts in there(Continued on Page 8)

Two-Room Suite
The kayakers have a two room
suite in the basement, one is
for building and the other is for
storage. The building area, se
parated from the rest by tat
tered army blankets, has some
unusual equipment, including five

Student Wanted
ToSpend Summer
In Roland^Free
interested ih spending the sum
mer in Poland free of charge?
The Student Senate Committee
on International Opportunities,
SCIO, is sponsoring a program
to send a UNH student to Pol
and. The trip is arranged with
The Experiment In International
Living Ambassador Program.
Any UNH student who will re
turn to campus next fall as a
regular student is eligible. Next
fall the chosen UNH ambassador
will report on his summer ex
periences to student groups and
will help organize the 1968 pro
gram.
Application forms are avail
able at the Memorial Union re
ception desk. Representatives of
the UNH faculty, administration
and Student Senate will select
the ambassador from the appli
cants.
The SCIO hopes to establish
the program so each year a UNH
student ambassador will spend
the summer in a foreign coun
try.
The Student Senate and the
University will match funds to
finance this summer’s trip. The
SCIO hopes that next year the
program will raise funds on its
own.
The ambassador will live with
a family in Poland for 10 weeks.
A nine-day excursion to the USSR
will follow the 10-week stay in
Poland.
The ambassador will attend a
three-week orientation course
about the country and its language
at the Experimental School for
International Training in Putney,
Vermont. The course will be
gin the first week in June.

GOT SOME GOOD
Our Research and Development Center in
Beverly, Massachusetts puts ideas to work.

With USM, your ideas as an engineer, chemist
or physicist could end up in products all over the
world. We’d like to put your ideas to work . . .
like to have you grow right along with us.
Your Placement Director knows all about us
. . . how about letting us know something about
you in an interview.
Here’s what we’re doing today . . . the ideas
that have built our international business into
73 companies in 29 countries.

C H E M IC A L S Y S T E M S
Automatic, hot melt adhesive systems for bonding
everything from aircraft components to weather-balloon
seams — for hundreds of packaging jobs from rose bushes
to breakfast foods. Architectural coating systems for the
construction and home building markets. Chemical seal
ants for protective clothing such as gas masks and gloves
— boat covers and rain-weather gear.

High-speed presses for die cutting and trimming on
everything from shoes to shirts. Component inserting
systems for electronic wiring boards on Hi F i’s, TV ’s
and radios. Carton forming systems that set up boxes in
seconds. Systems for packaging consumer products for
visual display. Machine systems for making everything
from babies’ booties to men’s boots. Power transmission
systems for aerospace and automobile applications.
High-speed automatic systems for side-seaming cans
used in the food processing industry.

FASTENER SYSTEM S
High-speed electric, hydraulic, pneumatic, and pow
der-actuated fastening systems for hundreds of consumer
and industrial applications — used for everything from
“do-it-yourself” home repairs to home building. Includes
rivets, eyelets, grommets, self-locking threaded screws,
door and wall anchors.

e

RESEARCH

AND

DEVELOPM ENT CENTER

U n ite d S h o e M a c h in e r y C o r p .
BEVERLY, MASSACHUSETTS

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Senate Plans Publications
Commentary Literary Magazine 'Perspective'
On Courses Is Welcomes Student Contributions
Responsible officials this week are trying hard to stamp out
the rumor that formal steps are about to be taken to lower the
legal drinking age in New Hampshire to 18, but the rumor per Being Planned
UNH may once again have a in publishing we will be better
sists anyway. It was brought to our attention the other day by a
campus wide magazine.
able to decide on the scope of
By Andy Merton

horrified housemother who shall remain nameless.
It was not the prospect of the men in her charge imbibing openly,
however, which caused our head resident’s anxiety; rather, it was
her fear of losing her cut. “ The way things are now,’’ she con
fided, “ I just slip in unobtrusively and belt down a couple with
the boys, and none of them can object because they’re all under
age. But if this new proposal goes through, they won’t have to
give me any!”
Campus patrolman Francis Eversharp reacted in much the same
manner when queried on the issue. “ Why, that’s outrageous,”
said Eversharp, with his usual refreshing candor.
“ It’s not that I object to the youngsters’ drinking, mind you,”
Eversharp hastened to add. “ Why, when I was their age, I used
to chug a few myself, ho ho. Ah, but an honest cop can’t live on
his salary alone, now, can he? I mean, if a lad offers me a sm all
gift when I catch him with the goods, wby, it just wouldii’t be polite
for me to refuse, now would it?”
Only one of the people we interviewed objected to the proposal
on moral grounds. We asked Mrs. Blithely Righteous, a member.

of the Religious Unity Means Peace Organization, (RUMP), whe
ther she didn’t think that men who are old enough to fight and
die in Vietnam, yet not old enough to vote le ss bellicose public
officials into office, should not at least be able to tie on a good
one every once in a while to forget about their predicament,
but she remained adament. She put it this way:
“ I do not believe that God, in His infinite wisdom, intended
for minors under the age of 21 to drink alcoholic beverages.”
(Local clergymen have not yet confirmed or denied Mrs. Right
eous’ assertion.)
One state official whom we queried on the matter was quite
upset about the prospect of a legal drinking age of 18. “ Why,
that would nullify the Vermont-New Hampshire Kickback Agree
ment of 1951!” he said.
“ The what?” we asked.
He explained that, under the agreement, New Hampshire re
ceives half of the money that is extracted in fines from New
Hampshire youths apprehended by Vermont officials while return
ing from New York State with legally purchased, but illegally
transported, booze.
“ But don’t you think the lost revenue will be more than made up
for by increasing liquor sales in New Hampshire?” we asked.
He snorted impatiently. “ Of course not! Everyone knows that
the kids drink, whether its legal or not; the same amount of
booze as always will be sold.”
We hope to do a follow-up on this issue, which is of vital concern
to tension-ridden students everywhere, in the near future.

Relax at

BUCK’S CAFE

SCER, the Student Senate Com
mittee on Educational Resources,
will hold its second open meet
ing March 22 to recruit members
and to discuss projects including
“ Explore,” the course commen
tary to be published in the spring.
The meeting will be held in
the Hillsborough Room of the
Union at 8 p.m.
“ We were very pleased with
the enthusiastic turnout at the
last open meeting but feel the
conflict with Hannah Arendt kept
some interested people away. We
are continuing our all-out effort
to interest the student body by
giving them another opportunity
to learn what we are doing and
volunteer their ideas and se r 
v ic es,” commented committee
chairman Carlene Carey.
Another project that w ill be
discussed at the meeting will
be the publication of a student
magazine. Contributions will be
solicited and a tentative format
and staff will be discussed.
The committee also hopes to
work on library expansion, a tu
torial service, a student list of
University scholarships and jobs,
and an investigation and perhaps
supplementation of the present
advisory system .
The committee is still seek
ing ideas for other projects the
University community would be
interested in initiating to make
better use of the educational re
sources available. There will be
a free exchange of opinion at the
meeting, according to the chair
man.
“ We would like to see the meet
ing proceed sim ilar to the last
with everyone openly expressing
their views. We only hope more
people will be able to attend,”
added Miss Carey.

SCER, the Student Senate Com
mittee on Educational Resour
ces, is acting as a coordinating
body working toward the publiication of a magazine around May
15.
The committee has named the
magazine “ Perspective” and
hopes the contents will be as
diversified as the name allows.
“ We are seeking contributions
before we decide on a particu
lar format,” announced coordin
ators Linda Pierce, Carlene Ca
rey, and Steve Hoyle.
“ The type of material we are
looking for is poetry, prose,
articles of general interest, pho
tographs, and student artwork.”
They said, “ When we see what
the student body is interested

FA O A L HAIR
kemoved permanently,
By Electrolysis
Tel. 742-0471
for appointment.

IRISH PORCELAIN
at the

RED CARPET
come in and see it

GRANT’S
For Full Meals or Sandwiches
Magazines and Newspapers
Now on Sale

Debaters
Rank Third

The UNH varsity debate team
won the third place negative team
certificate in an intercollegiate
tournament at Norwich Univer
sity on March 10 and 11. The
certificate was awarded for the
negative team’s victory over
Norwich University, Bates Col
lege, and the University of Maine.
The affirmative team defeated
Southern Connecticut State Col
lege.

the magazine.”
The committee is starting an
all-out campaign to get contri
butions and has decided on the
Memorial Union desk as a tem 
porary depository to make it
easy for the student body to get
their creative work into the hands
of the committee.
“ Perspective” will be d is
cussed at next week’s open SCER
meeting and contributions will
also be accepted at that time.

A Durham Institution
Since 1916
B ru c e G r a n t, M a n a g e r

EM

L O E W 'S

C
V. II V
V II C
V.

DO W N TO W N

PO RTSM O U TH

UNH 1949
STARTS FRI. (MARCH 17)
at 7:30
FRI. & SAT. at 8H)0

B.M. C

Dover
Get Your Required Readings
NOW

TH E B O O K
S M IT H
Hours: 9:30-6 Mon.-Pri.
Sat. 10-5
Closing 3/24 at 2 p.m.
for Vacation
♦SPECIAL 39c Notebooks
Now 25c

K in ER Y AUTO SALES INC.
MG B
AUSTIN HEALY
SPRITE
ALSO USED SPORT CARS
OF ALL MAKES IN STOCK
— American Cars Also —
Rt. 236 Kittery, Me.
1-439-2110

BEST
FILM
OF

A Carlo Ponti Production

Antonioni’s

BLOW-UP
Vanessa Redgrave
David Hemtnings •Sarah Miles

1966!
National
Society
of Film Critics

COLOR

at 7:00 & 9:00
•'’ W

E. M . LOEW’S

GO N ElM
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But It’ s Mostly With Green

The Day O f The Shamrock Is Celebrated Many Ways
By Sharon Ball
Be your name O’Schwartz, McJones, or Farley,
tomorrow is Saint Patrick’s Day. What can you
do to celebrate? “ Go to the Cat for green beer, of
course,’’ cried three senior coeds in unison.
“ That’s the only Saint Patrick’s Day tradition we
know of.’’
A poor out-of-state sophomore expressed her
concern over the recent tuition hike. “ Saint
Patrick’s Day is the one day I get to don my
true color. I’m green with envy of those who
have money.”
Another sophomore with more current financial
needs said, “ I sent my mother a card and asked
for some of that green stuff. Would you believe
I received twenty dollars in the mail yesterday!”

One junior coed now sporting a puffy red eye
voiced a suggestion io r those fraternities that per
sist in evening snowball practice.
Green Snowballs
“ Why don’t they tint the snowballs green for
Saint Patrick’s Day? That way, both the fra
ternities and we unsuspecting females with our
green black-and-blues would be in the spirit
of the occasion.”

Kayaks
(Continued from page 6)
sins, light and other conditions.
“ To finish a boat once the
hull and deck are finished and
joined - - included in the 10
hours - - you still have to add a
cockpit rim, a seat, knee bra
ces and foot braces before the
boat can be used. Also a splash
skirt has to be built,” Roberts
explained.
He continued, “ Placing the
braces and building the cockpit
takes as much time as building
the boat itself.”
The builders have been saw
ing and banging for three or
four hours almost every day
since the end of sem ester break.
On a day when they make the
shell of a new boat they spend
10 or 12 hours in the basement.

Pungent Smell
The odor of the basement is
pungent. Roberts describes it
as, “ the sm ell of airplane glue
so thick you can’t breathe.” Even
though the builders have an ex
haust fan which works “ fairly
w ell” the sm ell persists.
President McConnell com
mented with a grin on the wierd
noises and sm ells emanating
from the basement, but said he
was happy a good use had finally
been found for the space. And
according to Roberts, “ Mrs. Mc

Green Hair

A junior stood in front of a large Saint Patrick’s
Day card display, his left hand full of cards,
contemplated another in his right and enthusiasti
cally responded, “ I just received a list of my
best dates from CONTACT. I’ve got to start the
ball rolling.-'

Students Give Five Pacifists
Littie Attention Thursday
Five pacifists told 30 people
how to resist the draft, resist
paying taxes, and avoid working
in military establishments at 7
p.m. last Thursday in Hamilton-Smith 127.
The pacifists passed out litera
ture at a table in the lobby of
the Union from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The local Students for a De
mocratic Society chapter spon
sored the pacifists’ visit.
Four of the pacifists were
part
of a CNVA (Committee
for Non-Violent Action) cara
van that has been touring Maine
since February 14.
“ This meeting was very poorly
rehearsed,” said Erica Enver,
41, one of the pacifists, about
the sp>eeches the five made
Thursday night.
Each pacifist spoke about some
aspect of pacifism that concerned
him.
A question and answer
period followed the impromptu
speeches.
The four members of the New
England CNVA were Mrs. Enver,
Patsy Richardson, 23, Lew Waronker, 25, and Bob Wilson, 24.
Arthur Harvey, a pacifist sym 
pathizer from Raymond, joined
the group for the day. The four

“ Clear the snow from the nearest shamrock
field and go grassing,” proposed a sophomore
victim of spring fever.
“ Why don’t they serve green pancakes at Still
ings to give a visual expression of the food’s
flavor,” suggested a three-year veteran of in
stitutional food.

members are from CNVA head
quarters in Voluntown, Conn.

Weekend Visit
is Planned For
Latin Americans

One imaginative senior coed came up with two
ideas.
“ Send S&H green stamps to your best
friends or dye your hair green - - i f your hair
isn’t green already.”
One junior suggested that girls who have been
using blue spray paint to imitate dungarees should
switch to shamrock green in honor of Ireland’s
patron saint.

SU M M ER RENTALS
Univ. New Hampshire Students
Furnished Apartments at University Hill

Twelve Latin American stu
dents w ill spend this weekend
visiting the UNH campus.
Participating in the world-wide
Experiment in International Liv
ing, they will live in dorms with
American hosts.
Planned activities include a
reception with President John
W. McConnell Saturday afternoon
and the International Dinner Sa
turday evening.

Y A F Speoker
Gerard Morin, graduate as
sistant in History, will address
the Young A m erican s for Free
dom Tuesday, March 21, in the
Carroll Room of the MUB at;
7 p.m., on “ The Failure of.the
Communist Party in Iran.”
The public is invited.
Connell sorta likes it. She enjoys
the gremlins in the basement.”
In addition to having a distinct
sm ell, the boats have unusual
colors.
Dick (Spider) Currier
has a flaming pink boat. Other
boats are orange, Spanish gold,
turquoise and persimmon fire.
Safety is the reason for such
vibrant colors. Jack Pare, who
organized the kayak building, ex
plained, “ If someone were to
upset at the beach or in the
river, his boat could easily be
spotted.”

Retail Value $250 3
The mold fee for each boat
is $10 and the materials cost
$40.
When the boat is done,
the kayaker must then spend
another $16 for a paddle. If
purchased retail however, the
boats would cost $250 each.
Included in the building pro
ject, in addition to Roberts and
Pare, are Glen Lavesque, John
Jackson, Dennis McAllister, Tom
Johnson, Bryan Johnson, and Dick
Currier,
Th^ kayakers’ activity doesn’t
end after a day in the basement.
Every Friday they practice for
an hour at the University pool
with other kayaks of a different
design. Last weekend they kay
aked below the General Sullivan
Bridge in Great Bay. This sum
mer they plan to kayak in nearby
rivers
and surf at several
beaches.

Private Pool for Residents of University Hill
Most Apartments have Thermopane Sliding Doors
Cabinet Kitchens with Formica counters
Hardwick coppertone gas range
New Coppertone 10 or 12 cu. ft. Frigidaires
1 Bedroom Furnished
$80.
2 Bedroom Furnished
$85.
Ready for rental from June 15-24 thru Sept. 1

SEA CREST VILLAGE

Model Apts.
Open Daily
Reservations
Now Being
A c c e p te d

583 Circuit Road
Portsmouth, 436-5713
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Appeal Made to Aid Seriously III Foreign Student
A campus-wide effort will soon
be underway to pay a medical
bill for a seriously ill UNH
student.
Senior Steve Benoa, an inter
national exchange student from
Ghana, has runup a bill of $13,000
since he entered Maine Medical
Center in October with a serious
kidney disease. Since then he
has received 60 to 70 pints of
blood and has been using an
artificial kidney machine to stay
alive.
When a donor is located, Benoa
will undergo a $10,000 kidney
transplant.
“ The bill is for room and
use of the kidney machine,“ ex
plained Raymond Matheson, ad
visor to international students
on campus.
Doctors have donated their
time, Mrs. Jane Stearns has
arranged for the blood, and the
transplant will be financed by
research, Matheson added.
Appeal To Action
He appealed to the ACTION
committee Sunday for help to
pay part of the bill. According
to John Rodat, a member of the
committee, each member organ
ization will be asked to set up
individual fund-raising projects
to help. Members of the ACTION
committee include the Senate,
MUSO, the new hampshire,
WUNH-FM, Pan-Hellenic, and
IFC.
Among those organizations al
ready planning to contribute to
wards Benoa’s expenses are, the
International Student Organiza
tion and the Amateur Radio Club,
of which he is a member.
According to Mathesoit, pro
ceeds from the International Din
ner Saturday for foreign students
and area host families will go

Building For
Social Sciences
Ready By 1968
The new social science build
ing on College Road should be
ready by the fall of 1968, ac
cording to Richard M. Brayton,
Director of Physical Plant De
velopment.
Located between the RandallHltchcock-Devlne complex and
Paul Arts, it will house the
offices of the Dean of the Gra
duate School, conference rooms,
a library for graduate students,
and the political science, history
and sociology departments.
The building will blend with
the red-brick style of the cam
pus.
Architects for the pro
ject are Skidmore, Owings, and
Merrill, whose office has also
designed the plans for the new
Whittemore Building to be built
across the street.
The social science building will
be four stories high with a court
area which will provide light for
the offices on the upper floor
and facilitate future air-condi
tioning.
The government owns l/5th
of the land in continental United
States, or about 625,000 square
m iles.

toward paying off the bill.
Meanwhile, Benoa remains in
the Portland Hospital, using the
kidney machine at least once a
week at $150 each time.
A student under the ASPAU

(African Student Program at Am
erican Universities), Benoa is
covered by insurance up to about
$2,000, according to Matheson.
The bill was sent to him because
of his office, he explained.

Ill Before
Benoa, who is an electrical
engineering major, was ill last
year with the same ailment and
recovered. At that time, Mathe
son said, Benoa had to decide

NEWS

Continued expansion
of our military and commercial business
provides openings
for virtually every technical talent
As you contemplate one of the most important decisions
of your life, we suggest you consider career oppor
tunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Like most everyone
eise, we offer all of the usual “ fringe" benefits, in
cluding our Corporation-financed Graduate Education
Program. But, far more important to you and your fu
ture, is the wide-open opportunity for professionai
growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record
of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology.
And make no mistake about it . . . you’ll get a solid
feeling of satisfaction from your contribution to our
nation’s economic growth and to its national defense
as well.
Your degree can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHAN
ICAL, AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL, CIVIL (structures

Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look at
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft— where technical careers offer
exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting sta
bility— where engineers and scientists are recognized as
the major reason for the Company's continued success.

oriented), ELECTRICAL, MARINE, and METALLURGI
CAL ENGINEERING • ENGINEERING MECHANICS,
APPLIED MATHEMATICS, CERAMICS, PHYSICS and
ENGINEERING PHYSICS.

For further Information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.

SPECIALISTS IN POWER . . . POWER FOR PR O PU LSIO N POWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS
INCLUDE MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT, MISSILES,
SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPUCATIONS.

Relax at

BUCK’S CAFE
Dover

whether to return to Ghana or
stay here.
Hospital facilities
and care for such serious ail
ments in his homeland and the
trip back may have been fatal,
according to Matheson.

Pratt &W hitney RIrcraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

u

D IV ISIO N Ol* U N IT E D A IR C rR A F T C O R R

p
An Equal Opportunity Empioyor
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Wildcats Place 4th
In Conference Meet
The University of Massachusetts captured the
Yankee Conference Track Championships Saturday.
They only "won three first places but had the neces
sary depth and balance to earn a total of 58 points,
17 in front of runner-up Rhode Island.,
A strong field of runners and
a very fast Paul Sweet Oval
helped in breaking 11 of the 13
Yankee Conference records.
New Hampshire’s Bob Crellln
set two of these records in the
60 yard dash and the broad jump.
He also helped Doug Townsend,
Jim Fiore, and Duke Wear set
a new cage, school, and YC re
cord in the mile relay.
The other double winner was
John Copeland of Connecticut,
who took both the high and low
hurdles honors. John is ranked
among the best hurdlers in the
nation. Dave Yuen, also of Con
necticut, flew in from Detroit to
win the 35 lb. weight throw.
He had won the NCAA champ
ionships the night before. Other
winners in the meet were Terry
Carpenter (UMass) in the mile,
Dave Klein (URI) in the shot
put, Dick Kabat (UVt.) in the
pole vault, Charley McGinnes
(URI) in the 600-yard run, Paul
Hoss (UMass) in the two mile
run, Alan Pasternak (URI) in
the 1000-yard run, and Bill Tin
dall in the high jump.

Meet Summary:
35 Lb. Weight — 1. Yuen,
Conn., 59-10 l/2 ; 2. Birdsley,
Conn. 58-3; 3. Weingart, Conn.;
54-4 1/2; 4. Cort Bassett, Mass.,

One millisecond after this
picture was taken a Conference
record was set. Duke Wear
stretches the tape at finish of
momentous mile relay race
(Photo by Reeves)

51 1/2; 5. A1 B u r n s ,
48-6 1/2.
Long Jump - - 1. Crellin, N.
H., 22-10 1/2 (meet record);
2. Larvey, Mass., 22-6 1/2; 3.
Pete Matson, Conn., 22-5 3/4;
4. Heard, Maine, 21-11 1/2; 5.
Jim Farley, Vt., 21-9 1/2.
Shotput — 1. Klein, R.I., 508 3/4 (meet record); 2. Wanagel, Conn., 46-6 1/2; 3. Vorro,
R. L, 46; 4. Bridsey, Conn.,
45-6;
5. Paul Ardell, Vt.,
45-5 1/2.
Mile - - 1. Carpenter, Mass.,
4:15.1 (meet record); 2. Bow
man, Mass.; 3. Vanier, N.H.;
4. Estabrook, N.H.; 5. Clark,
Maine.
60-Yard Dash - - 1. Crellin,
N.H., 0:06.3 (meet record); 2.
Larvey,
Mass.; 3. Burrell,
Mass.; 4. Copeland, Ct.; 5. Hasselbaum. Mass.
Pole Vault — 1. Kabat, Vt.;
2. Rigolett, R.I.; 3. Dowd, Maine;
4. Gross, Maine, all 13 feet;
Kabat (winner on fewest m isses);
5. Palmesciano, R.I., 12-6.
High Jump - - 1. Tindall, Mass.,
6-6 (meet record); 2. Childs,
Vt., 6-4; 3. Matson, Ct., 6-4;
Hill, Mass., 6-4; 5. Arianson,
Mass., 6-2.
600 — 1. McGinnis, R.I., 1:12.6
(meet record); 2. Anderson,
Mass.; 3. Wear, N. H.; 4. Gon
zalez, Mass.; 5. Thomas, Mass.
60 High Hurdles — 1. Cope
land, Conn., 0:07.4 (meet record);
2. i^inney, R.I.; 3. Whitefield,
R.I.; 4. Townsend, N. H.; 5.
Yendrzeski, Vt.
Two Mile — 1. Hoss, Mass.,
9:31.9; 2. St. Clair, Mass.; 3.
Judkins, Maine; 4. Lang, Mass.;
5. Dahl, Maine.
1000 — 1. Petendude, R. I.,
2:14.6 (meet record); 2. Kirk
land, Maine; 3. (tie) Gonzalez
and Carpenter, both Mass.; 5.
Group, R. I.
60 Low Hurdles — 1. Cope
land, Conn., 0:07.0 (meet re
cord); 2. Whitefield, R.I.; 3. Ka
bat, Vt.; 4. Spinney, R.I.; 5. An
derson, Mass.
Mile Relay — 1. N. H. (Crel
lin,
Townsend,
Fiore
and
Wear) 3:26.5 (meet record); 2.
R.I.; 3. Mass.; 4. Maine; 5.
Conn.
_____

NOW O PEN

ABBIE'S
ITALIAN SANOW KH SHOP
Hot & Cold
Formerly Dante’s of Durham
Open 6 - 10:30
Phone 742-0062
Call in Order — No Waiting When you Arrive
Comer of School and Main Street
(next to Buck** Cafe) —> Dover

Doug Townsend, who has been a consistent winner in the
hurdles this year, shows style in YC Meet, Doug took fourth
in the highs and was a member of the winning mile relay team.
(Photo by Reeves)

Terrible

BiC Medium Point 194

BiC Fine Point 254

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
w rites first time,
every time!
B ic ’s r u g g e d p a i r o f
s tic k p e n s w in s a g a i n
in u n e n d i n g w a r
a g a i n s t b a il- p o in t
s k ip , c lo g a n d s m e a f!

Fiore Style

Jim Fiore in 600 yd. run ac
tion at Yankee Conference Meet
Saturday. Fiore was part of
UNH record-breaking mile re
lay team, which won by half a
lap.
(Photo by Reeves)

Get the New MOD Look in Shoes
as seen in National Fashion Magazines

BARNEY'S
SHOE MART
—^suedes in all color* with stubby heels and
big bras* buttons
—latest colors including plum and raspberry
—white cloth heels $2.98 and $1 to be dyed
any color.
—waterproof boots as low as $6.98
Lower Main Street, Somersworth
692-4478
Open Monday through Saturday, 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, B ic still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder.
B ic ’s “Dyamite” Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, clog
or smear no matter
what devilish abuse
is devised for them
by sadistic students.
Get the dynamic
BIC Duo at your
campus store now.
W ATER M A N -B IC P E N C ailP.
M ILF O M , CONN.
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Athlete
Of the Week

Baseball Team Lacks
Pitching; Needs Luck
By Mike Gaydo
“ We have to be stronger than
last year simply because of the
experience the boys picked up
last season” were Coach Con
ner’s words as he discussed this
year’s baseball team. But the
‘Cats will need a pinch of luck
and a dash of pitching to show it.
The Wildcats, who finished with
a 3-18 record last season, open
on March 28 with a five game
southern swing in five days. This
will be only the beginning as the
‘Cats face one of their stiffest
schedules in years. In the Yan
kee Conference, champion Mass
achusetts has a veteran team
while Vermont and Connecticut,
with pitching galore, will chal
lenge the Redmen.
The Conners men have lost
Captain Cal Fisk and Chuck Landroche, while Colin Sutherland,
Tuffy Clark, Bob Walsh, Don
Cartmill, and DenHodgdonaren’t
out for the team this year. Still,
the ‘Cats have a veteran team
with a seemingly solid nucleus.
Behind the plate, junior Mike
Farrell will handle the tools of
ignorance.
He’ll be backed up
by Lee Bosse and Jim Kerschner, both sophomores, who hit
.400 and .312, respectively, for
the Frosh team last year.
Senior Rick Doherty will play
first when he’s not pitching. Rick
batted .259 last season, collect
ing 20 hits. His backup men are
junior Paul Sontag and sopho
more Kurt Vollherbst.
Sophomore Bruce Cygan will
fill the gap at second base. Dave
Ash, a sophomore, is next in
line at the keystone.
Junior Bill Estey is the short
stop. Bill batted .235 last sea
son collecting 20 singles. The
speedster also tied for the Yan
kee Conference lead in stolen
bases with his 10 pilfers, and
was the go-go man on the squad.
His understudy is Jack Dutton,
Tommy Steininger, a junior
from Brookl3m, will cover the
“ hot corner.” Tommy, a fine
glove man, batted .266 and got
16 hits last season. He was third
in R.I.I.’s with six,
His re
placement is Mike Wood, a s e 
cond year man.
Conner has a veteran outfield
in seniors Joe Bartlett, John
Colliander, Ken Moore, and so
phomore Phil Chesley.
Bart
lett w ill be out for a while with
a sprained ankle, which means
Moore, Chesley and Colliander

will patrol the green grasses
from left to right.
Bartlett led the ‘Cat stickers
with a .363 mark last season
and will play left field when he
returns.
He collected 16 hits,
including two homers, and had
11 R.B.I.’s, second on the squad.
Chesley batted only .216 last
season, but Conner feels he is a
good hitter and should bolster the
Wildcats “ up the middle” where
it counts.
Colliander and Moore both bat
ted .250 last season and will
be used in right field - - Col
liander against lefties, and moore
against righties.
Defensively, the New Hampshiremen seem to have no pro
blems, and there is no reason
they can’t improve upon their
fine .919 fielding average of last
year. With Cygan and Estey, the
‘Cats have fine speed.
BUT, if there is a weak spot,
it has to be the pitching. In
Conner’s words, “ This season
will depend on the type of pit
ching we get. We have three
good starters.
The other two
are new and we’ll have to check
them as we go along.” Yet one
has to be wary of a staff of
five pitchers, all right handers,
who have won but two varsity
games among them.
Rick Doherty is the only sen
ior hurler.
He won one game
last year, against YC Champs,
UMass.
Keith Josselyn, a hard-luck
junior, was 1-6 last season with
a 6.63 E.R.A.
Dick Edmonds, a fire-balling
righty, is the third ace of the
staff. He had a fine 1.80 ERA
last year.
J*3ck Tur“cr, a newcomer to
UNH baseball, and Bill Newcomb,
2-3 last year with the F ro s h ,
round out the staff.
The loss of lefty Paul Sontag
due to a sore elbow will hurt.
But this year’s Frosh team, men
tored by Jack Hyder, has more
talent than Conner has “ seen in
years here.” This talent includes
four fine southpaws.
It seem s that the ‘Cats are a
year away from a shot at the
Conference top. Conner sees a
.500 season as a satisfactory
one and believes “ there are eight
or nine games we could win if
we got the breaks.”
Without outdoor practice and
a proven pitching staff, the Wild
cats face a tough road. But the
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Big Winner

Bob Crellin, Athlete of the
Week, ninning initial leg of
record breaking mile relay at
the cage Saturday.
(Photo by Reeves)

Alexander Tops I.M . Bowlers

Bob Crellin is a born run
ner and jumper whose dedica
tion and perseverance make him
destined for greatness. He has
lost the dash and the broad jump
only once this winter, finishing
second in the Tufts meet. Last
week in the YC meet, UNH won
three events, setting records in
all. Crellin figured in all three.
He set new conference marks
in the 60-yard-dash and the broad
jump, and ran a leg of the great
mile relay. He also holds the
school freshman record for the
50-yard-dash. In the Massach
usetts High School Champion
ships in 1964, he set records
in the 220 and broad jump, and
was the only boy to win two
events.
The quiet, conscientious jun
ior from Rowley, Mass., flunk
ed out at the end of his fresh
man year. He changed over to
the Whittemore School after
working for a year, and now
is a high honors student. He
lives in Stoke Hall.
“ Bob is now better than ever
before,” says Paul Sweet, adding,
“ He has a big, strong, wonderful
stride and terrific acceleration.”
Coach Sweet is anxious to see
Crellin in action this spring in
the hundred and two-twenty,
where he can really take advan
tage of these talents and his long
___________
legs.

Badminton Tourney

After three weeks of intra
mural bowling, the Stoke 69’ers
lead the North League with an
8-0 slate.
They are followed
by West and the Head Hunters
who have a 6-2 record.
In the South League, Alexan
der A has a perfect 16-0 re
cord, while the Engelhardt An
gels and Stoke Trojans are both
14-2.
In League A, Theta Chi, TKE,
aiid Sigma Beta are all 8-0, while
Kappa Sig leads
League B

Aime Lemire from Kappa Sig
has the high average at 114.7.
He is followed by Andy Wheeler
The first all-university bad
of TKE at 114.3 and Chuck Ham minton tournament will be held
ilton of Theta Chi with a 112.3 Monday,
March 20, through
average.
Thursday, March 23, between the
Lemire also holds the high hours of 6:30 and 10 p.m. in the,
single with his 145. Mark Rich main gym at the Field House.
The tournament will be a dou
mond of the Stoke Trojans owns
a 139, while the Angels’ Jim ble elimination affair, with sin 
gles and doubles competition.
Holdsworth hit for a 134.
All male faculty, staff, and stu
Richmond has the high triple dents are eligible for participa
with a 362. Lemire is second tion.
with an 8-0 sla te in the only with his 344, and Wheeler has a
Plaques will be awarded to the
action seen in that league.
343.
winners and runners-up. Rackets
and birds can be checked out
from chief John Noraig, who
Hodgdon Elected Captains
will be on duty in the gym.
Denny Hodgdon, last week’s ton Garden in ‘64 against Mal
Entry forms and rules are
Athlete of the Week was named den High, averaged 22 points for available from the main desk of
next year’s basketball captain at the Wildkittens in ‘65.
the Memorial Union and from the
a recent dinner.
As a starter last year, Hodg house intramural chairman. En
The former All-Stater in high
tries must be turned in to the
school who led Spaulding High don finished second in scoring I.M. office, room 161 of the
behind
Captain
Tom
Horne
with
in the last of the New England
Field House, no later than 4 p.m.
Interscholastic Tourney at Bos- an average of 11.3. This year Friday, March 17.
he was the team’s high scorer,
Pairings will be posted on the
spirit is high and with a few averaging 17.0. Only a six-foot
breaks and a lift from the hurl- er, Hodgdon was third in re bulletin board outside the I.M.
ers, they could well turn a build bounding for UNH. He grabbed office on Saturday. Deadline for
ing year into a fine winning 162 rebounds for a 7.4 per game completion of the first round is
10 p.m. Monday.
average.
season.

COMMUNICATE THROUGH WANT ADS
Jack: SIX DAYS

Professional Drivers’ School of New Hampshire
Licensed by Commissioner of Motor Vehicles

CAMP COUNSELORS
Needed to Teach Water Ski
ing and drive motor boats
at various camps through
New England.
Swiming

Ability

quirement.

BUSY BEE HOUSE CLEANING SERVICE
Cleaning of all types. Paint washed, floors washed
and waxed, etc. Opening of summer homes. Tel. 692-

only

Teaching

re
and

driving taught at the Water
Ski Institute held prior to
the opening of camps.
Apply at 14 Strafford Ave.
868-2851

Individual driving instructions by appointment.
John Belcher, 11 Madbury Rd., Durham 868-5360

3815.
CHEF for small resort hotel in northern New Hampshire,
June 10 - Sept. 10. Write: Mr. Williams, Box 909, Lynn,
Mass.
CLIP and SAVE. Let me TYPE your TERM PAPERS,
THESES, lab reports, resumes. Neat Papers make the
difference! Call: Marion LaBonte 742-6644.

NEWLY RENOVATED APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
We have 40 units of 1, 2, 3, or 4 rooms
located 4 miles off campus in Newmarket.
Rents begin at $12 per week.
everything included.
Special rates for married students.
Also houses for rent in Durham and New
market.
WALTER W. CHENEY, INC.
868-2351 or 659-5236.
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Stoutenburg Will Bolster Team
By John Donovan
Hockey coach Rube Bjorkman
may lose three of his 17 play
ers at June graduation, but will
have 15 veterans returning next
season.
Three from 17 leaves 14, but
add one more - - Peter Stout
enburg - - and you have 15.
Peter Albert Stoutenburg is a
sophomore transfer student from

Sir George Williams University
in Montreal, and was ineligible
for intercollegiate hockey this
seaspn. But next year, the 19year-old defenseman will be eli
gible to wear the blue and white.
Like most Canadian children,
Peter learned to skate shortly
after he learned to walk, at age
4.
After playing on pee wee,
bantam, and midget teams, Stou-

SPORTSCOPE

by Brownell

Interest in Track Wanes
It was hoped that construction of the warm, spacious Paul
Sweet Oval would bring back a semblance of previous Wildcat
track prowess. It wasn’t long ago when one quarter of the male
students at UNH were on the track team and the Wildcats ran
all their opponents into the ground.
The sm all turnout in the past few years is hard to figure, con
sidering that UNH has one of the finest track coaclies in the coun
try, excellent facilities, an abundance of fresh air, and a winning
tradition.
Track means a lot more than just running around in circles. It
means physical pain involved in getting in condition and in pouring
on the steam at the finish, and physical comfort that comes from
being in good condition all the time.
It means mental agony before a race, great satisfaction in run
ning a good race, and a clear mind that studies far more effectively
than if it sat in front of a book or a TV all day without activity.
Nearly all of the Wildcat Trackmen sport a 3.0 average or
better.
They don’t waste a lot of time fooling around. It takes
only about an hour of concerted practice a day, usually done at
one’s own convenience. The fellowship and spirit of the UNH team
is stronger thim that of any fraternity anywhere.
Paul Sweet is as fine a teacher and as understanding an indivi
dual as exists anywhere. He likes working with people that are
short on ability but long on initiative and enthusiasm.
Last Saturday the Wildcat runners and jumpers again fell vic
tim to overall lack of depth, finishing a mediocre fourth in the YC
meet. The spring season is about to start, and that, too will be a
mediocre one unless more boys turn out to bolster Sweet’s
“ keeds” .
A few dedicated athletes cannot do it all; track is a sport that
requires a team effort by the whole school, in participation and
in spectator support.
We hope that more boys will realize that the relaxation, ac
complishment, and enjoyment of track is worth the effort. Paul
Sweet is always at the Field House and eager to discuss the mat
ter with anyone.

Cornell Eastern Champs

tenburg made the Collingwood,
Ontario Junior “ C” squad when
he was fifteen.
A year later, the Montreal
Canadians selected him to skate
for their farm club, the Lachine
Maroons in Montreal. In 1965,
Rich David and Graham Bruder,
sophomores on the ‘66-‘67 Wild
cat varsity hockey team, played
with Peter on the Maroons, and
Stoutenburg even skated against
his present roommate, Mickey
Goulet.
Coach Bjorkman first met P e
ter when he interviewed Bruder,
the latter’s roommate in Mon
treal. Bruder elected to come
to UNH la;§t year, but Stouten
burg chose Sir George Williams
University. Bjorkman didn’t stop
trying and continued his contact
with Peter.
Bjorkman was rewarded in April when Stoutenburg decided to
transfer to the Durham campus
even though he would be ineli
gible the first year.
When Peter arrived in Sep
tember, he looked forward only
to practicing with the freshman
team. But Bjorkman called Norm
Burns, coach of the Concord
Coachmen, a senior hockey team,
and asked if he had a place for
a young defenseman. Bjorkman
and Burns quickly decided on
terms which would preserve
Stoutenburg’s amateur cla ssifi
cation.
In 36 games to date for the
Coachmen, Stoutenburg has five
goals and 23 a ssists for 28 points.
His 16 minutes in the penalty
box ranks him as the least pen
alized defenseman on the Con
cord team.
Peter was the recipient of the
game’s Most Valuable Player
Award five times this year, and,
according to Coach Burns, is a
favorite of Concord fans.
“ Peter has been the backbone
of our defense all year,’’ says

The first four seeded teams won the opening round of the EC AC
Hockey Tourney. In the sem i-finals, Cornell beat BC 12-2 and
BU beat St. Lawrence 6-2. The formidable New Yorkers dealt
BC its first Eastern loss of the year, 4-3, in the final. BC beat
NHAHPER Conference
This weekend most of the health
SLU, 6-4, to take third place. Cornell, 25-1-1 on the year, lost
only to Yale. BU, 24-3-1, lost twice to Denver. At Syracuse and physical education teachers
this Thursday through Saturday, Cornell and BU will face the two at high schools around the state
top Western clubs in the NCAA Championships.
will be here for the annual con
ference, coordinated by Bob
NCAA Basketball
UConn, trailing 14-13 at the half, was outmaneuvered by BC We ar. Students and faculty me m48-42 Saturday night, thus losing the chance to advance in the bers should plan to attend one
NCAA Basketball Tournament.
BC will face St. John’s and or more of the interesting talks
Princeton meets North Carolina in the Eastern sem i-finals F ri and demonstrations. Admission
fee is $1.00.
day night at Maryland.
UConn will not be as formidable a foe next season. The Huskies
lose all of their principal players except B ill Corley, and rumor
has it that their two best freshmen are flunking out. UMass and
Meet Your Friends
URI could be even stronger, however.

UNIVERSITY
BARBERSHOP

Soidy - Cwl Bakery
9€ Main St.

8B8-2145

Birthday Cakea and
Specialties on Order
Breakfast
Lunch

Burns. “ He skates well and is
smart for a 19-year-old hockey
player.’’
The former New York Ranger,
and ex-coach of their St. Paul,
Minn., farm club, continues,
“ This boy is pro-calibre and
will go a long way.’’
Peter doesn’t get enough
hockey on weekends. He prac
tices each day during the week
and insists, “ I enjoy practicing
hockey; I’d sure hate to go through
a winter without it.’’ He has
improved a lot over last year,
but still works hard at perfect
ing his stickhandling and shoot
ing.
Stoutenburg claims that travel
ing to Concord on weekends, and
som etim es traveling on a bus
to Norwalk, Conn., or Lewis
ton, Maine., has not interfered
with his studying. His average
for the first sem ester, a 3.7,
proves it.
Helping the Coachmen to a
24-9-1 season, coaching the Con
cord Pee Wee Team, and sign
ing autographs have made Peter
a hit with Concord fans.
Bjorkman,
who describes
Stoutenburg as “ an excellent ska
ter, and a strong defenseman,’’
claim s he can hardly wait for
next season, with Stoutenburg
and his fourteen returnees.
Seniors are urged to order
their academic apparel for gra
duation before Spring vacation at
the College Shop._______________

""W T O

Free to
N. Hampshire

Students

25<Pto others
A new booklet, published by a
non-profit educational founda
tion, tells which career field lets
you make the best use of all
youf-college training, including
lib er a l-a rts cou rses —w h ich
career field offers 100,000 new
jobs every year —which career
field produces rhore corporation
presidents than any other—what
starting salary you can expect.
Just send this ad with your name
and a d d ress. T h is 2 4 -p a g e ,
career-guide booklet, "Oppor
tu n ities in S ellin g ,” w ill be
mailed to you. N o cost or obli
gation. Address: Council on Op
portunities, 550 Fifth A ve.,N ew
York 36, N . Y.,

at

Eastern Intercollegiate Wrestling
Lehigh won its sixth Eastern title in nine tears Saturday,
staving off serious challenges by Navy and Penn State. Mike
Caruso of Lehigh, two-time national 123 lb. champ, is on his
way to a third crown in the same class.

NCED A HAIRCUT

Peter Stoutenburg

La Cantiao

Dress Up For Easter at Normand’s

Complete Outfitters for
MEN AND BOYS
Sizes from age 6
'‘Strafford County’s Most Modern Store”

rner

COLOR PRINT
with the purchase o f
any 2 o f these brands

Dinner

6 a.ro. to 6 p .n .
Sat. 6 a.m. to 1 a.m.

90 Market Sq.

Somersworth, N. H.

SU Se

Crest
TOWN & CAMPUS
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Review

M o lie re ’s Ta rtu ffe ’
Proves Rhymed Spoof

French Exposure

Tinka Darling plays Elmire,
the object of male attention, in,
Moliere’s “Tartufife” now be
ing presented by the University
Theater nightly at 8 p.m.
through March 23.

Three UNH Seniors Awarded
Woodrow Wilson Fellowships
Three UNH seniors were nam
ed recipients of Woodrow Wilson
Fellowships this week.
Paula J. Latos, Jeffrey S.
Stamps, and Joane R. Wakefield
are three of 1259 students in
North America receiving the awards, which include one aca
demic year of graduate educa
tion with all expenses paid, a
$2000 stipend and allowance for
dependent children.
A supplementary grant is also
awarded to the imiversity in which
the Feilow enrolls.
Three other seniors were
listed with the 1806 Ameri
can and Canadian students r e 
ceiving honorable mentiop.
They- are Edward S. David,
a philsosphy major; Joy W. Fidler, an English literature ma
jor and Elizabeth Hooper, a La
tin major.
Miss Latos, a resident of
Portsmouth majoring in French,
spent last year studying at the
University of Dijon, France, un
der the UNH Junior Year Abroad Program.
She plans to
attend either Yale University
or John Hopkins University to
study French literature and art
history.

A Durham resident majoring
In mathematics. Miss Wakefield
will i,tudy lOfoxC and the method
ology of science at Berkeley
next S ep tem b er.
This field of
study is halfway between math
and philosophy, she explained.
Stamps, who graduated in Fe
bruary, is one of the dozen stu
dents accepted at the University
of Chicago's Committee of Soc
ial Thought each year. He will
pursue a Ph.D. in social thought
at the University.
Over 13,596 students were
nominated for the awards by fa
culty members.
This year’s
winners are from 369 colleges
and universities. Harvard had
the greatest number of fellow
ship winners with 32. The Uni
versity of Michigan had 29, Cor
nell 27, University of Toronto
26, and Princeton 24.

FISHERMEN
Jerry’s streamer flies —
Custom tied Trout & Salmon
Streamers. All sizes and pat
terns. Also wet flies. Free
delivery in Durham. Call Ro
chester 332-4329 after 5:30
p.m. weekdays.

SENIORS! GRAD STUDENTS!
Graduation announcements are on dis
play at Union desk and the Bookstore.

By David Mayberry
The University Theater moved
downstairs to the Hennessy Thea
ter to present Moliere’s “ Tar
tuffe” in-the-round last night.
The cast was elegantly cos
tumed and occasionally funny.
The lavious costumes were by
far the best part of the perform
ance. The cavalier silks, tights,
feathered caps, and buckle shoes
on the men were complimented
by the long frilly, silky gowns
on the ladies. The men’s beards
pointed to the ladies bound-up
bosoms, the source of the best
sight gags of the evening.
Moliere’s pseudo-pious, lech
erous Tartuffe, as played by
Chris Murney, is fascinated by
the lace that outlines the neck
line of his host’s wife’s bosom.
Elmire, the wife, played by Tin
ka Darling, finds this fascina
tion a little out of proportion.
No doubt, Tartuffe’s fascin
ation originates because of a
certain “ out of proportioness.”
The wigs provide another in
teresting variety to the occas
ion.
Both Damis, played by
John Carmichael, and Valere,
played by Ted Davis, are the
epitome of daintiness with their
carefully netted blonde wigs. It
was a touching touch that oc
cupied the viewer’s attention dur
ing the too frequent lulls in
humor.
Moliere, of course, originally
wrote “ Tartuffe” in French. The
University Theater used poetRichard Wilbur’s English trans
lation which relies heavily on
rhymed couplets. The majority
of the cast bounced along from
end rhyme to end rhyme until
the viewer starts to wonder who
■” 1 be the *irst to blunder, the
actor or the audience.

ations that connote so much of
ithe performers’ emotion, both
in and out-of-character. Mur
ney got a few laughs by merely
rolling his eyes heavenward when
accussed of trying to seduce his
host’s wife. They would have
been lost to an audience in the
Johnson Theater.
Murney’s Tartuffe is probably
the biggest little sight gag of the
production. Stuffed heavily, he
becomes as wide as he is tall.
His wildly flowing red wig and
rusty beard hide his neck and
take all shape out of the clothcovered blob.
Murney’s disguise, like the
rest of the casts’, work^, but
only visually. Still, the disgui
ses are worth seeing.
The play runs through March
23 nightly at 8 p.m. A Sunday
matinee begins at 2 p.m. All
performances will be in the Hen
nessy Theater. Admission is
$ 1. 00 .

Dr. Peter Waring, Associate
Professor of Music, is searching
for men and women to sing in
the spring concert to be held
here April 19.
The Tudor Singers w ill be the
the nucleus for a larger group
to total 60 voices. The chorus
and orchestra will perform
Bach’s “ Cantata #4” and Hay
dn’s “ Lord Nelson Mass.”
Students and members of the
community wishing to sing in the
augmented chorus should attend
the rehearsals tomorrow and
March 24 from 3 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. in PCAC room M121.

F ro m

LOVE, a gallery,
Main Street (over the
Grange — across from Post
Office)
Durham, New Hampshire
03824
Telephone 868-7766

for
Life & Health
Insurance

THE GUARDIAN LIFE
Insurance Co.
of America

Serving Students, Alumni,
Faculty, Staff and
Townspeople since 1958
Bus.: 466 Central Ave.,
Dover, N. H.
742-0025
Res.: 48 Bellamy Road,
Dover, N. H.
742-1642

EMORANDUM

S ^ ^ ^ J h ^ ittl^ |a c ia ^ m a n i£ i^

GALLERY HOURS:
Wednesday Through
Sunday
1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

PAUL B. ALLEN '58

4.

T h e a te r-ln -th e -ro u n d m o v e s

LOVE, a gallery an
nounces an exhibit
and sale of original
graphics and posters
on loan from Ward
Nasse Gallery 118.
Preview Opening
with Entertainment
MARCH 17, 8 p.m.
Exhibit Continues
Through April 19

Dr. Harold Urey, the discov
er of the hydrogen atom and a
researcher on U235 for the at
omic bomb, will lecture on “ The
Origin of the Solar System” on
Thursday, March 23. The Spauld
ing Distinguished Lecturer w ill
talk at 1 p.m. in the Johnson
Theater.
Dr. Urey specialized in the
structure of atoms and molecu
les, thermodynamic properties
of gases, separation of isotopes,
paleotemperatures, m eteorites,
and the early solar system .

Voices Needed

the 150 seats within breathing
distance of the performers. All
the sighs, oohs, and ahs carry
to the back row of the theater.

BIG ONE
Friday March 17
8 p.m.
Madbury Town Hall

Father of Bomb
To Lecture Here

Th* D esk OP

'B/vouii M&LtHjtA

tttwrsi I
Pkaae “ come on doun"
and order uour

before ooskr VacoKon..
a ^ood.

u>e imuL

uouA

BRAD MeINTIRE
Durham, New Hampshire
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Hannah
Arendt
(Continued from Page 1)

Dorms May Stay Open

in the realm of understanding
political science and the impor
tance of the moment when a
new phenomena is named.
“ I go back in history to find
do” about finding rooms for stu
dents who have legitimate rea phenomena in their purity where
sons for staying during a vaca they first appeared,” she ex
For example, where
tion period. Legitimate reasons plained.
might include jobs on campus, and when did totalitarianism or
departmental research projects, authoritarianism originate?
These origins, she contends,
or events planned by University
are the purest forms of these
organizations.
Asked if dorms might be kept ideologies and in this day when
open for the coming vacation, we have lost all political tra
beginning March 24, Davies said, dition, as Dr. Arendt believes,
“ There’s a very good chance of we must look back to the ori
it, if there are enough people. ginal examples.
In discussing a paper by Lyon,
I’m hoping that enough will sign
up so we can get something done on the application of the prin
this vacation and set a prece ciples of Heidegger to a d is
cussion of Eichmann in Nazi
dent for next year.”
Students are protesting the bureaucracy and to modern mass
need to publicize their reasons society. Dr. Arendt criticized the
for not wanting to leave campus. mistranslation of several key
“ I have perfectly valid reasons words from the German to the
why I’d rather stay here on va English text Lyon used, thereby
cations,” said one, “ but they’re distorting the meaning Heidegger
personal reasons which I don’t implied originally.
Sipping water in a huge mug
care to share with Housing.

Over Spring Vacation
student opinion on keeping re
sidence halls open during vaca
tions is being sought by the Re
sidence Hall Advisory Council.
RHAC has asked Presidents of
housing units to turn in a list
of the students who wish dor ms to
remain open over Spring Vaca
tion and their reasons. RHAC
will then discuss the issue with
representatives of the Housing
Office.
According to John Davies,
a senior from West Hall and a
member of RHAC, Prentice
Strong of the Housing Office has
promised to “ see what we can

Moliere April 16
Tickets are now on sale in THall 206 for Moliere’s popular
farce, “ Les Fouberies de Scapin,”
The play w ill be per
formed in Johnson Theater on
Sunday, April 16 at 2 p.m.
The Tamiz Company, a P aris
ian Troupe now on its first Am
erican tour, will produce the
play, which has won prizes and
praises in France.
Actors will wear seventeenthcentury costumes.
Questions concerning this per
formance should be directed to
Mr. Stokes in the department of
French and Italian, Murkland
Hall.___________________ _

Letters
(Continued from Page 4)
typical works of contemporary
poets and fiction writers - - a
helpless, hapless, addled, and
dejected cast-off of the universe.
“ All but paralyzed,” writes
Professor U. Milo Haufman of
the University of Illinois, aptly
summing up this sad appraisal
of modern men, “ he sits on the
ash-heap, unable to pray, but
feverishly, agonizingly self-con 
scious.”
Subjected to a forced feeding
of this kind of intellectual fare
for from four to six years of
academic life, and under the
constant stress of meeting a
drumfire of dubious, arbitrary,
and often incredibly contrived
scholastic tests and examina
tions, it is little wonder that
thousands of distraught, nerveracked, frustrated, and despon
dent college students, cracking
under the strain, should turn in
their dismay and desperation to
such devious expedients as pot,
LSD, sex, alcohol, and commun
ism .
In a subsequent article, I shall
suggest a course of study de
signed to counteract the erosive
effects of current educational
influences.
Edward A. Lewis
12 Ballard St.

Paros Piiza Hoase
513 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H.
Open —
Mon.-Thnrs. 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
Pri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-l a.m.
Sun.

12 Noon-11 p.m.
Phone 742-9829

POSITIONS OPEN APRIL 28 ON THE STATE’S
LARGEST WEEKLY NEWSPAPER

the new hampshire
applications are available at the new hampshire
office and MUB desk April 3
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
News Editor
Assistant News Editor
Sports Editor
Copy Editor
Circulation Manager
Advertising Manager
Business Manager
Librarian
Photography Editor
also positions open for
Reporters
Photographers
Ad Salesmen
Re-write men

SWEATERVILLE, USA
MISSES BLOUSE DRESSES
Prints and Solid Colors
$6.88 - $9.44

Opra 10 to 10

Mon. thru Sat.

“Fine Quality at Factory Low Prices”
Comer Maplewood Avenue & Central Avenue
Portsmouth, N. H.

MEN’S BRAND
NAME WORK SHOES
Neoprene Oxfords
6” Boots
8” Oxfords
Wellingtons
Lineman’s Boots
Engineer Boots
Steel Toes also Available

NO LARGER SELECTION
NO FINER QUALITY
NO LOWER PRICES
In the Seacoast Area

RED’S
WHY PAY MORE?
35 Broadway
Open 9-9
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poured from a beaker confiscated
from a science lab. Dr. Arendt
conducted the seminar for more
than two hours Monday night.
Her Wednesday seminar was cut
off after an hour and a half be
cause of the snow storm and
Dr. Arendt’s travel arrange
ments.
About 250 persons at
tended each session.
Other members of the seminar
were;
Thomas Alway, Nancy
Chase, Edward David, Marvin
Diamond, Stuart Golden, Syd
ney Jarvis, George Julian, Solo
mon Kalmanovitz, David Mischke, Anthony O’Malley-Keyes,
Sharon Ringe, Jeffrey Stamps,
Elizabeth Thompson, Thomas
Turbeville.

A color photograph by UNH
photographer Richard D. Mer
ritt is being shown in the “ Pho
tography in the Fine Arts Ex
hibition V” at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York.
Professor Merritt’s “ Color
Planes,” one of 88 color prints
in the exhibit, was selected from
1,186 color and monochrome en
tries by a panel of 11 distin
guished museum directors and
curators.

Continuation of
29th
ANNUAL REPEAT
WEEK
The Films Most Often
Requested by you
Fri.
Mar.. 17
THE AMOROUS
ADVENTURES OF
MOLLY FLANDERS
Kim Novak
Color
_______6:30-8:50
Sat.
Mar. 18
THE BEATLES
in
HELP!
Color
6:30-8:30______
Sun.
Mar. 19
SUNDAYS AND
CYBELE
Hardy Kruger
_______ 6:30-8:40_______
Mon.
Mar. 20
Ingmar Bergnam’s
THROUGH A GLASS
DARKLY
Academy Award
Winner!
6:30-8:30_______
Tues.
Mar.21
MORGAN!
Vanessa Redgrave
_______ 6:30-8:40_______
Wed.
Mar.22
THE IPCRESS FILE
Michael Caine
Color
_______6:30-8:35_______
Thnrs.
Mar.23
Julie Christie’s
Academy Award
Winning Performance
“DARLING”
6:30-8:50_______

Sun.-Mon.
April 2-3
Michael Caine
Shirley MacLaine
in
GAMBIT
Color
_______ 6:30-8:40______

Dover

GET OUT FAST WITH A GOOD LATE
MODEL USED CAR FROM

On Exhibition

Closed March 24thApril 1st

SHOE
BARN

Are you in the dog
house because
your wife needs
a car o f her own?

Enjoy the Vacation

1962 PONTIAC
Catalina 4 Door Hard
top V8, Aut., Power
Steering & Brakes $988
1963 CHEVROLET
Impala, 4 Door Small
V8, Std. Trans. — New
Tires
$1188
1961 RAMBLER
4 Door Classic 6 Auto
matic, One Owner. A
Nice Solid Car.
$588
1962 CHEVROLET
Carryall 6 Std.
$988
1959 CHEVROLET
Sta. Wgn. 8 Aut., Pwr.
Steering.
$445
1964 CHEVROLET
Impala 4 Door Hardtop
V8, Aut., Pwr. Steering.
Immaculate! New Tires
$1788
1963 DODGE Polara
440 4 Dr. V8, Aut. Pwr.
Steer. A Nice Car. $988
1961 CHEVROLET
Impala. 4 Door Hardtops A V8 Aut. with
pwr. steering for $888
and a 6 std. for $838
1962 FORD
Country Sedan 6 Std.
$688
1961 CHEV.
Parkwood Wgn. 6 Pass.
V8, Aut., Pwr. Steering
$845

GREAT B A Y
Motor Co. Inc.
Rte. 1Q3,
Newmarket, N. H.
Phone 659-3215

Your Local
Authorized Chevrolet
Dealer

